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Sl^MARY
This rorort presents an evaluation of the results of simulation studies of
gi-ounclwat-.- • discharge to streams from abandoned uranium mill tailings and the

**

effects of t M r discharge on the flux of contaminants to surface water sys-

;•*!

terns. In partic;jiar, 6 discussion of the sensitivity of s:.r>..urface discharge
to specific geor:5'ricr climatic and hyirogeologic factors is presented.

ft

Simulations here carried out using a two-dimensional numerical

finite-

element unsatursted-saturated flow modijl. The modes can account for transient
Eafe
a
"*
H
,

boundary conditions along the atmospheric boundary and the effects of the
capillary frv.g.? on the hydraulic response of the flow system.

In addition,

accounts ;'or t i t co-Tp'^siibility of the entrapped a i r phase ;n the saturated

the morfp'i descr ibes hysteresis in the unsaturated hydraulic parameters a-id
A total of twenty-si.v iimulations were made.

The first twenty-four of

thes'; cu'tsiriarea a x.ilings medium with homogeneous and isotropic hydraulic
properSir; nnd Kith textursl properties similar to these cf sandy geological

'I

materials. Siuulations of lateral discharges through each of four crosssections with surface slopes of 2> 4, 6 arid 16 degrees and for rainfall rates

|

of Q.iih. 0.250 , O.SO, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 cm/hr were ictde.

In addition, two

s1mu1at1o"« for a rainfall rate of 1 cm/hr and surface slopes of 4° end 8°
»s

were r.arrivd out for tailings material with hydraulic projrertias that are sim-

r?

11ar xo '•.hose of
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The results indicated that the actual quantity of sjbsv'rfics discharge
depends on many factors including rainfad rate and dur;,t1t."'\ surfaf.* slops,
and texture. However, for the medium-fine sand "iflteria), z\± fir face discl-ei-ge
was always a significant component of the total discharge-. i-Vnin the context
of uranium tc-ilings management this implies that large q j ^ u U i e s of contaminants from subsurface sources of medium-textured tailifigs can bs exoected to
be discharged tc streams during stormflow events.
The percentage of subsurf?:r- discharge in the pea-V coia"; cMscharg* is
greater at low rainfall rates and for high surface slop; , an-1 therefore discharge from tailings with steep slopes and thoro experiencing low rainfall
rate can be expectec to have higher concentrations of con'...ir,iinants than discharge from low slopes that are experiencing ;>igh rainfall rates.
Subsurface discnarge through fi .e-textured material appear; to be sluggish
and to contribute insignificantly to the tot?l discharge.

SLreamflow from

such tailings materials *111 be primarily generated by rai?> failing on tr-.saturated stream bed and areas adjacent to the stream. Under such conditions
it can be expected that the contaminants from the shallow subsurface regions
will bs quickly leached out and the quality o* streamf>t>.' jhould vnprove t;:th
time.
In general, typical uranium tailings are in the rarvoie ;>f riiiyiuni-to-fine
grain size. Although the results in this study are very ?H.(Istinary, one csfi
speculate thut streamflow from these tisi'irgs will contain a significant component of subsurface discharge.

In thut the pore -/.itpr at shaMmr depths is

of poor quality, there is reason to suspect that wtrestec! .*iinjff from si.ch
tailings will contain significant corxentrations of Cf/r.teT.iosi'vS for [s;ntj
periods of time.

- 111 -
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1. IHTROP'ICTIQN

X.1

Nature of the Pr^ _,_ew
The nfgration cf contaminants in the solution phase from uraniisn mill tail-

ings can occur both by stspaga through the bottom of the 1m.>':ndroent and by
surface runoff. Both pathways must be considered in evaluating the long-term
environmental effects of the tailings anc in designing appropriate abandonment
procedures.
Surfaces cf abandoned tailings are generaliy traversed by a network of
first-order str»ari channels. Streamflow is commonly intermittent., though not
In all Ccses, and the streams may be influent or effluent, depending upon the
time of year &nr* the particular hydrocjeo'logic setting. At sitss under active
management, the surfece discharge Is treated with barium chloride for radium
removal prior to discharge to the receiving waters: however, for effective
iong-term management. t:ie objective is a situation in which psrpetusl treatment is no*. requ1?*ted.
The mecnanism of st'-esniflc* gener&ticn continues to be a controversial topic 1n hyrfrology, and ens wii?c!i has great bearing on tailir.gt management.

In

particular, most streamf sow generation njechjinisms attribute the greatest, proportion of /"low during major runoff events to surface runoff.

In contrast,

tracer •stupes suggast that a very significant proportion of the flow, even
.luring pti'< discharge, originates es groundwater.

If tne primary source of

cw It. sirr'jco runoff, than one would exp&ct that w U M i i son« rcason-

- 1-

w

able length of time, the readily leachable contaminant:- of the ^urfecs mater 1*

S3

als would be removed resulting in a gradual improvement of che runoff and
streaniflow quality. On t>ie other hand, if a significant propartion of rireasa-

\t

flow originates as groundwater, then poor-quality runoff r/oid be expected for
a very long period of time.

$

Li

Previous Investigations
The capillary fringe (the zons of tension satcrai.'op abovs the water

||

table), and Its effects on streamflow generation and ths miration of contaminants iron the groundwater zone to surface waters has bjen under investigation

\$.

at the University of Waterloo for about four years. Field, laboratory, and

BSS

mathematical simulation studies have been completed ->r ere in progress, principally through funding fror.: Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (,*i)dul and G1llii4<!>T

IS
y

1984). The results show quite conclusively that unrfor « 1 e c f » ! hydrcgeelogic
conditions, the capillary fringe can result in a large groundwater contritu-

y[

tion to streamflow.

Field studies conducted in the Hast Anr, of the Nordic

K

tailings near Elliot Lake and at CFB Borden, Ontario, have confirmed thj;:

*

groundwater was a significant proportion of stormflow and that th»> tapilliry

^

fringe was a major factor contributing to groundwater discharge in these areas, (Biowes, 1933).

•'[

A two-dimensional numerical finite-element unsatufiiVi.d-s*tur*r.e'J flow model

B

was developed to evaluate the factors that affect the Interaction of the

«

capillary fringe and streemfTon- generation, «h1l<? avoidit'^ ths high cost c"

j!»

field studies. The mrasrical model can account '-.»• transient boundary conditions along the atmospheric bour.dary and therefore can *Vi'.« for t-'.j (tovsiov-

h

ment end decay of a seepage face. In addition, the mode! d^.scrifcss hystar^sis
- 2 -

In the unsatursted hydraulic parameters 2nd scccaats for the compressibility
of th» entrapped air plv-,6. in the s « w s t ? d zone.

Testing of the model

against laboratory results anrf results from iw. literature has shown that the
model can adequately stowne

unsaturated-saturated flcs processes and 1n par-

ticular, has shown that tie moiel can adequate<y simulate ths capillary fringe
effect on strearaf low generation and stream:'ow quality (Abcf>jI end 3illhe.Ti,
198:*).

1.3

Scope and Objev ;*es
The objective of this study was to examine the- sensitivity of the compo-

nents of lateral discharge to Ihe stream to variation! if. such factors as;
rainfall intensity, surface slope and texture of the tailings material. Only
homogeneous and Isctropic tailings material m >

to be considered.

The

approach taken was:
1.

Select a hypothetical but realistir t,rinii«i> nine tni'tngs situation and
specify a number of cross-sections for study. Tr»s cross-sections were
distinguished from eac'i other by different surface slos?ss.

2.

Siim^ste the ccrponents of lateral rMscterge fcr ••act cress-sectien for
a range of rainfall rates.

3.

Use combinations of surf:>;e slope and rainfall intensity to simulate the
lateral component-; «'-f flow through tailing jrat*«rid*;s of different texture.

- 3 -

2. FINITE ELEPEKT KiDEl

The t'Viw equation used in ttils study is similar to that used by Keuman,
i373 end describes unsteady flow of a slightly compressible fluid in a vertical co-o*ainatP system (*(z) through an unsaturated-satur?.!^ porous medium.
The flow equation can be expressed as;

k < B x K r i*J |ll • |j (KS2 Kr (v) fj <• • i » - ff (>Ss • C (•))
where KS

^

and ;<S_ are the saturated hydraulic conductivities in ths x and z

directiocic \":3;actively, Kr is the relative hydraulic conductwity.^ is the
pressure nead, i. the elevation head, andY is zero in the unsaturated rone ?rsd
one 1n th". saturated >one. Ss is the specific storage ami is defined as the
vo'-ime of water -i.istintaneoufly released from storage per unit buik volume of
saturat: . soil when the pressure head is lowered by one unit. It physically
repi"--5«"»ts. the intr;^3e in storage that results from the combined compre.-,sibilitres of th« pcrous mediuiii a*ic tha water it contair<s. The specific moisture capacity, C#') f which is the slope of the moisture content-pressure Head
curve, physically •**£>• esents the increase in storage that results from the
actua* dewetsrifij of the pores of the porous median. The right hand sids of
equation [I) represents the change in storage within the porous rr.odium in a
given Interval «?•? tis», while the left hand side represents the net f'sux
fchrcKgS tin syst&n curing the s«ne time period.
J.RPortsRi assamptiens made in the development of enaction (1) are:
a; flow is OarciAn;
- 4 -

I
I

b) temperature gradients and osmotic and chemical gradients 4re all neg-

§

ligible;

»

c) horizontal compressibilities ire small compared to vertical Ctnpressi-

9

bilities of the skeleton of the porous medium;

I

d) the air phase In the unsaturated zone is continjors snd always in connection with constant external atmospheric pressure.

I

In the unsaturated zone, specific moisture capacity, relative hydraulic
conductivity and moisture t'.ntent (8) are functions rf pressure head. As a

i

result, these are not single-valued parameters and ihiir dependence on if 1=

%

described by functional relationships. This adds considerably to the difficulty in measuring and specifying the parameters, and r,'isp aJiJs considerably

E

to the difficulty in solving the flow equation in that it 1s highly nonlinear.

A necessary step in developing a solution to equation (1) is the

H
•
it

development of accurate and efficient means of representing the hydraulic
parameters.
The moisture content-pressure head relationship usec1 in this stut-,' was tp#-

1

en by van Genuchten (1978) as
1

»

I

P

where B is the woluraetric water content; 8s and 8r am siturs^ed and residual
moisture content raspectively, <x and n are curve fitting parameters (-A m •*

I

l-l/o.
Equation (2) has been extended in a previous sU'dy \%>l\i\ and Sillhv,

I

P

1983) to describe hysteresis in the 6(y) relationship.

(2);
.
e - {e$ - e r }[ ,

1
I

1

+ {aj<( j/«

•
3 • V

Rewriting <?r;jatii»i

ft

When equation (2) is t;sec! to mej.vesart tha main drying and main wetti
curves, the curve-fU T . 105 partitote.-s ari c>-o*.<?o b y a , , n,, nij andtf , n a

ij

m

respectively iut f'r and 8's denote reversal RoHtjre contents.

m

equation (3) to gen-rate the primary scan.iing drying curves, the value of 8 1
which is unique /or each reversal poi it, is first determined.

H

To u

The oth

parameters in the equation are numerically pqiel tc the values of the ma

drying curve par*p<»cer*, and 8'r represe.it; tht resi-Jual raoistiira content. T
unknown vali>e <S i.'s corresponding to each reversal moisture content can
obtained from:
0

:

-

e

;

•

«-

«>••

Similarly, in applying -quation (3) tr describe i^. primary wetft'fjg scannii

curves, the unknown valu-s for 9'r ccrer-nording to -:acf> reversal moistu'
conte.it can be obtained frcn:

°r -=
l -[

An expression fcr the specific RKr;&ture capscity, C(^), Is obtoined by di
ferentietin? eauation (2), giving

I
s* M

a
.. s -

1
- if)

n

wher> H = Q • 0r/0s - 8r. The hydraulic conductivity-moistare content relein this study is ef an exponential fora (Gi)'hfta!, i976):

1

i
i

()

«6*

'.7}

3

where s*. *nd 0 are cur«ra fitting parameters. By this relationship, laboratory

i

values of K(0) aid 6 should plot as a straight Tine on 109-109 paper and from
such 0 plot t;>e slope (.«) and intercept (a) can bt readily determined.

I

It is generally agreed that on resetting a porous medium to 'saturation', a
portion of the void space will b<? occupied by entrapped v'.>crete air bubbles.

I

Giliharr (1976) n:ts observed that entrapped air can occupy up to 10* of the

I

volume of the porous medium. The compressibility of the air-water mixture in
the saturated zone vs muo.- larger than that of water and tfc? porous medium and

I

therefore iti effect on storage in tie satur-Ued zone csn be *ery significant.
To accou-*. f'.r the effect on storago of the compressibility of the air-water

§

inixti

he moisture content and the specific storage terms in equation (1)

are .epiet-ju by the effective moisture content and effective specific storage
"

and thsse terr-s are described by equations (8) and (9) respectively.
6 1 = 8v + S(n - 9v)(i - Patm/P)

I

S' s « S(n - 0') Pat«r./PZ

j
,

where 9'

* infective .-noisture o c t a n t

*

S

* degree of saturation

5

J,

« porosity

P'-itm » atmospheric pressure
*

9

* jicre water pressure

lit

S

I

1

* effective specific storage

(8)
(9)

The length of the s*ep/ti»; fare is not kr-our. a priori and to account for
changing froundary conditions in numeric:! models is very challenging,

in the

model used in this r-1.;»<:.-• thr> Ic-.igth of the seepage ff.ee is determined at the
end of eacn iU\e ;.tep 'r>j d s y s t e m i c checking of the hydraulic condition at
each node en the atmcsp:if ric boundary,

Sf.-'iing at the lowest location on the

atmospheric boundary, where the se^pacjC* face begins to propagate, a sequential
check it made of conditions at each node.

Notes on the atmospheric boundary

can experience either constant heaa (Direchlet) o.- flux (iieuTan) boundary conditions arid these conditions car change during tic development and c!e:ay of
the seepage face.
If a node that was j/idc- negative prsssure at ths start of a time step has
changed to a condH'pr. of zero or positive pressure at the end of th; time
step, then a change <n boundary condition, from Keurcar- to DirechHt, is implemented.

Since the depth of ponding is insignificant in this analysis, y is

set to zero at those nodes on the atmospheric bomcary that are under Oirechlet condition.

The chan^: to unsa::.vatec condition

v

^i determirsd when

infiltration Is occurring at a r•"••*.(» that is grt.aier than the precipitation
rate and the corresponding change in boindary r.ondif-ir>, from Direchlet to
Neuman,

s imp lent/red.

The extent ot t!if seepage

i?ce is determined by

checking the constant, head n c e s for negative (oL-twaro) flv/fis.
The numerical reproach taken to quantify tha ctriro^ents of event and pr«event water in tie lateral discharge t; the stream i; very bssic 1n thst water
that is discharcing through the atmospha»-v- boundary from th» mediurc is consvJared tc be j>/te-event trim- whil« water t'-at fa-;Is to enter the porous medium is consideied to fc° event watfcr.

Fc/ a c<wp»ehen£ive develcpxent and

t'escription of fis iiuinericj'! a/vi-oxirruitiw find vnlidstion ct the fic-w model

8 -

f

.--

used here, the reoder 1s referred to the AECL Report by Abdul and Giliham
(1983),
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3. SIMULATIONS

3.1

Introduction
The cross-section shown schematically 1r> Figure 1 is *;T>ical or first-ord'T

streams at tailings sites in the Elliot Lake area. Esch cross-section has two
components, a rectangular component ABCD and a triangular component ADE. The
rectanjular component is 3.0 m deep and 8.0 m long a;id the stream is 0.3 ;--.
wide. The recU.icjular portion of Figure 1 was used as -3 ->ese and by modifying
the triangular portion ADE, four cross-sections with surtacs sfopss of ?., 4, 8
and 16 degrees were generated. Simulations of lateral discharges through e3ch
of these four cross-sections were conducted for rainfall rates of 0.125: 0.25:
0.50; i.0; 2.0 and 4.0 cm/hr, resulting in 24 simulations.

The tailings

material was assumed to nave homogeneous and isotr^pi; hydraulic properties
with textural properties similar to those of sandy gao'ogic -natei-ialr,.
The flow domain of Figure 1 was cHscretized into 2^05 triangular "IcmeiHs
with 1,278 nodes. The spatial mesh in tin Initially unsaturavid portion of
the domain was made smaller than that in the saturated portion because e* the
highly sensitive nature of moisture content, hydnulif: ionuctivity and specific moisture capacity to changes in pressure hsad.

In this zone value* for

x and particularly y were not allowed to exceed *0 en. Time >r.crements wt/ta
determined within the orogrant and was based 'm the rusL-sr of
required for a solution in the rrevious time step.

- 10 -

I

Two simulations for a rainfall rate of 1 crt/hr and surface slopes of 4° and
8° were carried out for taiMngs i7M*:erial with silt-loam hydrogeoicgic properties. The selection of this insteria'i proved \o be difficult because such a
selection depends on the a-a\lability of the ^saturated hydraulic parameters
which are necessary input to tne numerical mrdel.

The literature has very

little of such data am? specific data for uranvim tailings n.jterials is almost
non-existent.

3,2

}
t

Inititil and Bound ;>•> Conditions
Prior to each simulation, the water table was horizontal and coincident

with the stream bed.

Initially, the hydraulic head was ; 0 m throughout the

cross-sect ion and tn? flow system was under static hydraulic conditions. The
initial pressure head values at each node within the flow domain here obtained
by subtracting the elevation heads from the correcpondin- hydraulic heads at
each node.
The right, left. *r:<i bottom boundaries of the cross-sections (Figure 1)
were considered to be iiispermeab'i? to flow. Throughout trt- si-iu7ations these
boundaries were under a zero flux (Neumat) ?\>(.'itdary «sno"itvori,
The boundary conditions on the atmospheric boundary ttfjre not kno^n a
priori.

Surface saturation during the precipitation svent «ould result in
i

some atfriosohei ic foomioiiry nodes switching Vroni Neuwuiin to Direchlet type
boundaries.

Similarly, s reversal in tre boundary condition at some atmos-

pheric boundary nodes would occur after the ?•--:1p1tet1on event. The boundary
conditions at the titmorpheHc nodes were determinec; at the end of each time
step by systematically checking th>: tyvjrni:} 1:. c^ntfition «t each node on this
boundary.

- 11 -

,•

The atmospheric boundary nodes that were under a flux boundary condition
were assigned a flux that was equal to the rainfall rate during the precipitation event anrf zero flux after the precipitation svc^t.

3.J5
3.3.1

C?..Mnt fediun-to-Fine Sand

The moisture content-pressure head curves used to describe the medium-fine
tailing f!>ateria''« were determined in the laboratory using 3 clean medium to
fine sand.

I'ne nein diving and main witting curves are shown in Figure 2. A

saturated hydraulic conductivity of 5x\0

cm/sec and & porosity of 0.40 were

used 1n the simulation:,.
Referring to ths main drying curve cf Figure 2, the air entry value of the
porous T&eu'iui!, i., about -30 cm.

In a hydrogeo logical context, ^his indicates

that the medium woald remain saturated 1'or a distance of about 30 cm above th'j
water tibl'j. y-ith a si.'rface slope of 2° the entire atmospheric boundary will
bo 'nitially saturated while for a surface slope of 4° about 56X of the surface, the lower portion, wi'i] be initially saturated.

As the surface slope

Increase-.' «i proaresc'vely svnaile?- percentage of the surface material will be
Initially saturated for &n initial water-table position thit 1s coincident,
with the stream bed.
Some of the resuiss from the 24 simulations are plotted In Figures 3
throu^ 6. i'lgure 3(a) shows plots of total and subsurface discharges for a
rainfall rtte of 1.0 cra/nr, a rainfall duration of 30 minutes and * surface
slope of * ° . Ftgurs 3(b) shows similar plots for the s&iie rainfall character1vtJ.(.i but for «! surf see slope of 8°.

- 12 -

The results 1n Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show that botli the teUl and subsurface discharges responded immediately to the precipitation event, and that
throughout most of the discharge period, subsurface c'lscherge tos the main
comporu;nt of the lateral discharge hydrograpn.

In Ince-sing the surface

slope by a factor of Z from 4° to 8°, the total discharge and the subsurface
discharge components decreased from 10.0 and :>,5 cn*''?,i:i to 4.5 end fj.5
cm /rain respectively at the time of peak discharge. At oaV discharge, subsurface discharge made up 78X and 55% of the total discliaros for the 8° and 4°
slopes respectively.
To Irterpret the results of Figures 3(a) and 3(b) one needs to examine the
Initial conditions of the surface materials.

Prior tc; the rainfall event,

about 56X and 281 of the surface slope *as .-.aturated nut endtr negative pressure for the 4° i^d S° slopes respectively.

The rapid generation of large

quantities of tote* and subsurface discharge can therefore be explained by the
Initial near-stream capillary-fringe zone being rapidly converted to * positive pressure zone resulting in the rapid subsurface ^ischirge of pre-event
water to the stream.
The larger total and subsurface discharges for the A 0 slope as compared to
the 8° slope can be explained by the larger Initial extent or" surface saturation for the 4° slcpa. In contrast, the larger percentage ©* 5>jfcsurf?ce discharge in the peak discharge from the 8° slope as coitp.iro'l tc the 4° slope is
due to the larger slope providing 6 stronger hydrsuVic cradieri toward ths
stream.
Tha results from all 24 simulations were used to construct Figure 4 wfcica
shows plots of subsurface discharge (% of peak discnarse) ve, sur. rf*r.fVi' .-ate
for the four surface slopss and a rainfall duretion of JO <ni'wtes.

- 13 -

f*

Figure 4 sKows that at wry low rainfall rates (.125cm/hr) and for the geo-

S

logic domain being considered, total di-scharqe ii almost completely made up of
subsurface discharge a.:rJ that \ne peccant of subsurface cHi-charge in the peak

fa

'A

total discharge is not sensitive to changes Tin surface slope. As the rainfall
rate increases the>"e ;s a generjl trend e* increasing percent of subsurface

0

discharge with increasing surface slope.

The results indicate that l high

a

percentage of subsurface discharge In the ,jeak total discharge is favoured at
low rainfall ratc-s and high surface slopes.

H

Figure 5 shows p'ests of peak total discharge versus rainfall rates for the
four surface slc.u * an:! a rainfall duration of 30 minutes.

The results

St

reflect the effect of the initial degree of storags within the system on the

a

total discharge w<tftii". the ouration of the rainfall event. Ths 2° slope represents the limitinq case, where the entire surface was initially sfituratsd

f

a

n

d

peak discharge was linearly related to rainfall rate. For the 4° surface
slope the: e was initially some storage capacity within the fie*' system m d as

gj

such, peak discharge did not become li-ear vV.'\ rafnfe'l rats until the rain-

™

fall rate increased to 2,0 cm/hr. The reruUs Indicate that for the ssme ini-

*•

tial conditions and rainfall duration, the: peak total dfEcforge decreases with

9

increasJig surface ;?ope as a result cf tkz. associrwd increase in storage
capacity of the medium,

||

Plots of peak ?«bsun?ce discharge versus rainfall rate are shown in Figure

i

„

6 for the four surface slopes and rainfall duration cf 30 minute;-.

The

"*

results show thit as long as the flow s.v:;*em regains transient, peak subsur-

f|

f£ce discharge litcrsasi"!" > U h decrecsfnti .-urfsce slope. Figure 6 shows that
as the rainfall rate 1»«".*ease5, the Uwest slope (?°) was ths first to reach

ff

steady state condiflorts. i*r;x lo Uie steady str.t.fe conciftiori the system with
- 14 -

the 2 slope hid the highest peak subsurface discharge, and at higher rainfall
rates the system with the 4° slope had the highest peak subsurface discharge.
Thev? res-Its suggest that the actual magnitude of subsurface discharge is
determined by both the nyo*aulic gradient, and the lateral extent of ths seepage face. Be.ause of the greater extent of surface saturation for the lower
slopes,, they would have longer seepage faces and therefore at low rainfall
rate* they would generate higher peak subsurface discharge than the higher
slopes. However, as rainfall rates are increased, the systems with the lower
slopes will i-ae;h steady state condition and at the same time systems with
steeper slopes wilJ be developing longer seepage faces and stronger hydraulic
gradients directed towa~d« the seepage fa:e. It seej-.: therefore that 1n transient systems the peak subsurface discharge is limited by the lateral extern
of the seepj-.ie far? while in steady state systems the hydraulic gradient (surface slcpa) Sctersinas the peak subsurface discharge.
The resuUs of Figure1; 4 and 6 show that although the percent of peak subsurface discharge in the peak discharge is favoured from high surface slope
snd for io™ rainfsH rats, this does not necessarily mean that the peak subsurfiice dUc^arge H favoured by the came combination of surface slope end
rainfall rate.
3.3.2

S U t Loan

The w.o1stvre content-pressure head curves and the hydraulic conductivitymoisture content relationship for the silt loam is shown in Figures 7a and b,
respectively.

These hydraulic parameters were obtained from Hualsn, 1976.

Althoug;. tht parameters were determined from measured d*.t«, tha extremely rapid uec'tine in hydraulic, conouctivity with decreasing water content (Figure 7b)
is riot phyilfilly rsssyr.able. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this siucy.
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y

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) wen» used to represent the hydraulic properties of the

=

medium in the simulations.
Two simulations for a rainfall rate of 1 cm/hr and s'-<» v«ca steles of 4° &:>..'

f]

8° were conducted for the silt-loam material.

Iha geometry of V\i poro'f-

e
medium and the Initial and boundary condition for these 1«K> simulations » "
Qi

similar to those used In the simulations for sandy matv.ri^ls.

«

The 8(V») relationship for the silt loam is quite different from that fcr

"

the medium-fine sand In that there 1s a more gradual decrease in moistu*? con-

£

tent with negative presst'-v head for the main drying curve and a slower
Increase 1n pressure head with increasing moisture f •> Me

j|

low pressure he?.'

range of the raain wetting curve. Although V'.£ capillary fringe extended for
about 20 cm above- the water table, the medium was almc-it sctur-ated for about
100 on above the water table.

H

A major difference between the medium-ffns

material and the silt-loam mattrial is that the silt-loam material has a saturated hydraulic conductivity that is over s/.i order of magnitude lower (3x10"'

•'

cm/ssc) than that of the medium-fine material (5x10

cm/sec), and, r.r, -r/ad

above,, the hydraulic conductivity of the silt loam decreases r?cidJy sith
»
•^
ii

decreasing moisture content.
The total discharge and subsurface discharge for the "iwo r.imulaticns

&m

plotted in Figure 8a and b. The results show that total diso'taroe respon^d
Fj

rapidly to the prectpitation event and reached a maximum it the time the precipitation event stopped, Further, the rate and magnitude if the respr^se cv

n

total discharge is simlUr to that of the medium-fine *end matsriat with t>e

gj

total discharge from the 6° slope bsing lower than that froir. the 4° slcps. j-i
contrast however^ subsurface discharge rcspot-aed vary sluggishly anO w&v

fi

always «n Insignificant ccfnponent of the total discharge. Tha o>!\ver<-?o^ c!'

the capillary fringe to a positive pressure zone did result in a rapid watertable rise and for the 4° slops l*e water tsile intersected more than 50? of
the ground surface st t.*ie iire of ppak cMscha^se. However, because of the low
hydraulic conductivity (K. « 3x10

cn/sec) the hydraulic gradient was too

small to cause significant discharge through the 4° and 8° slopes and the
total discharge was p i r a t e d by rain fa";line; on the saturated surface of the
stream bed and upslr-pe of tJ«e stream.

4. DISCUSSION

T^e sir,. 1 at Ion results from the meo.urn-fine sand &re consistent with the
results f. jft the laboratory and field experiments conducted previously
snd Gnihani, (?9J/>)*

(Abdul

The field experiments were conducted at CFB 8orden.

Ontario, In ruedw.-.i-fine sand and at the Nordic Ha1n, West ?imt Uraniuir. Tailings site.

Ths results show that, under shallow-water-table conditions, the

capillary fring? ca-.sed a rapid and large response In the near stream water
table and this response led to the r.ipid generation of large quantities of
subsurface and total discharges.
The result' of this Investigation indicate that the actual quantity of subsurface Jischarje depends on many factors including rainfall rate and ourition, rwfacp slope, a.d texture. However, f?r the medium-fine sand raatarial,
s-ubsurfece discharge was always a significant component of the total discharge. Within tive ccnt?«t of uranium-tailings management, this Implies that
larga quantities of contaminants from subsurface sources of medium-textived
taili:a s <.an be expected to be discharged to streatts during stcrmflcw events.
The percentage of subsurface discharge 1n the peak total discharge Is
greater at low rainfall rates and for high surface slopes, and therefore discharge from tailings with steep siopes and those experiencing low rainfall
rat? can •>> expected to nave higher concentrations of contaminants than discharge frvT low slopes that are experiencing high rainfall rate.
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Subsurface discharge through fine textured tailing nttleria! appears to be
sluggisn and to contribute insignificantly to the total discharge*

Stresmflov

from such tailing material will be primarily generated cy r-iin filling c«i tte
saturated stream bed and areas adjacent to the stream. Jr..,*.- such concitio-s
It can be expected

hat the contaminants from the shallc, subsurface regions

will be quickly leached out and the quality of strMisfi"* should Improve with
time.
The predictions of this study depend strongly on Kbe Sty) and K(0) re!*t1cri:h1ps. This data is almost non-existent for urarvwai tr.iHngs and their
measurement requires difficult and tine consuming pressures.

The need to

develop an adequate, data base for 8(9/) and K{8) for a ,-•'< «qe of uranium tailIngs material cannot be over-emphasize"..
In ceneral, typical uranium tailings are In the range of •nedium-to-flik
grain si an. Although the results in this study are very preliminary, one can
speculate that streamflow from these tailings will contain a significant err..
ponent of subsurface discharge.

In that the pore watc." ai shallow Cerths Is

of poor quality, there 1s reason to suspect that untreated runc-Tf from su'-i.
takings will contain significant concentrations of contaminant'., ior !cg
periods of time.

The ultin&te environmental effects will of -.ourse deoend

significantly upon the physical end chemical processes that occur Id fie
receiving waters. Should the potential effects tt tcn.-i^or/.'d unaccepted,
there w o u H be two choices of remedial action.

The fir-.t muid

involve the

long-term treatment of surface waters discharged from the tailings, while ih<
second choice would involve the development of surface ties><yi$ that troula
itnize the discharge of poVe water to the surface.
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a
5.

1.
ft

Many a spec U s. streansflow gene-ation from uran1:im railings sites could
not be Jtidre',;«<! in this pnese of the study primarily because of the
short duratlot of the study and the inadequate dsta oase for the unsatu-

y

rated hydraulic parswsters of tai.ipgs.

A logical extension of the

M

present wo. K should include the deiermination o? the 6{y) and K(9) relationships fcr ijranium tailings over a wi5e rtnee of texture.

f\

?..

Using the dsra from (1) additional simulations similar to those of the
present work should be conducted.

t|

i.j

3.

The findings from> the numerical simulations «Ho<i1f) he ex3nvi»v;d ur^er
field conditions.
a.

Selected t-iilings sites with contrasting geometric and hydrogeologic properties shouid be : :strLmei'ted w i racnitored to evaluate
the significance of contari*riant discharQ. irow subsurface sources
to su/face water.

b.

Ti;e two-dimentionai floi: tpoclel should be extended to a flow and
trannpo"': i..a<fel. Such UH axtension wv!l prcide a tool to evaluate the sensitivity u* contaminant dUchsrgs from subsurface
sources tc surface waters »i*si;r a range of geometric, clinatic and
hy2rcp?ologic conditions.

y
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